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A two-dimensional, positive-feedback system with diffusion is investigated, the 
two components being subject to different boundary conditions. For the onset of a 
non-negative, non-trivial stationary solution (which is proved to be unique) a 
necessary and sufficient condition is established, which is expressed in terms of a 
certain parameter. While the latter are, in general, difftcult to compute exactly, in 
the one-dimensional case an explicit computation of the critical value of the 
parameter is provided. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall be dealing with the asymptotic behavior of the non-negative 
solutions of the following initial-boundary value problem 
I 
au 
x=dAu-aa,,u+a,,v in(O,co)XR 
I 
I 
~=Av+p(u)~(-a~~v 
u = 0, 
&I 
0 in(O,co)X&2 
(1.1) 
av’ 
\ u=uo, v = v. in (0) X R 
where R is an open bounded domain, 0 c R”, n > 1, with Clqn smooth 
boundary aQ, a/& denotes the normal (outward) derivative on 8L4, d, aij 
(i,j = 1,2) are positive constants, uo, v. are prescribed functions, 
uo, 00 E LP(Q), p > n; uo, v. > 0 almost everywhere, and (p E C’(R ‘) 
satisfies 
(o-i) rp is positive and decreasing on R ’ U (0); 
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(p-ii) there is a positive constant M such that 
0 < [(P(s) $1’ GM for all s E IR + ; 
(q-iii) there is a s0 E Rt U {0} such that 
all%2 v(s) G - forall s>sO. 
a12 
Our aim is to establish a necessary and suffkient condition for the onset 
of a non-negative, non-trivial stationary solution associated with (l.l), 
namely, a solution of the elliptic problem 
O=dAu-a,,u+a,,u 
in R 
O=Av+go(u)u-aor,,v (l-2) 
on 80. 
Moreover, the global attractivity character of such a solution will be 
established. 
To state our results more precisely, let us define X : = Lp(J2) @ LP(L!) 
(p > n), a (real) Banach space under the norm (u, u) -+ )I u lip + (1 u IIP ; let X+ 
be the (reproducing, minihedral) cone X + = LP(#)+ @ LP(ld)‘, where 
Lq(C2)+ denotes the cone of (almost everywhere) non-negative elements of 
L4W (4E [L ~1). 
Within X+ we shall consider the order-unit d, E (w,, l), where lo stands 
for the principal eigenfunction of A on ~2 subject to Dirichlet homogeneous 
boundary conditions, 1, being the associated eigenvalue, namely: 
Ay/,,+&tq,,=OinQ, iyo = 0 on 3fl 
w. > 0 in Q, maxWo= 1. 
For w  E L m (0) + , let us define the operator A,, 
D(A,) = D = W2pp(s1) @ W’~P(f2) 
A, ’ = 
0 ( 
dAu - al,u a12v 
V wu 
Define as well AL = A,[,, where 
(1.3) 
Do= W2*p(12)n We”@ ye Wzvp (R);$=OonZY2~. 
I I 
(1.4) 
Note that d, E D,. 
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A preliminary result is the following 
THEOREM 1. Let w E L”O(B)+ . Then At generates an analytic 
semigroup in X. There are z2 E F? +, 6, E (0, K) such that the resolvent 
(Ai -a)-’ is defined whenever p E Zz = {z E Cc; arg ](z - z2)] < 6,}, and is 
a compact operator, whose range consists of continuous functions. If p is 
real, and ,a > z2, then 
(-A, +a) Z > 0, u > 0, $2 0 on 80 (here 2 = (u, v)‘) 
implies Z > 0 and if, moreover 
either (-A,+tt)Z&O or u*O or;*0 (onaQ), 
then Z > ad,, for some a > 0 provided w f 0. 
In particular, with w = p(O), we can define 
(l-5) 
A,:=-++ 
1 
wr(AZ,,, -PI-’ 
which is independent of u and is a (real) eigenvalue of A0 : = Azo, 
(A’+I,)( ;) =0 
namely, the eigenvalue of A0 having maximal real part (note that the 
spectrum of A0 need not be real). The r6le of Iz, is crucial for our purposes: 
THEOREM 2. (i) Suppose 1, < 0. Then every non-negative solution of 
(1.1) converges uniformly to zero as t goes to infinity. In particular, no non- 
negative stationary solution exists, except zero. 
(ii) Suppose A, > 0. Then there exists a unique do-positive stationary 
solution (u*, v*); any solution of (1.1) having initial datum (uo, vo) E K\{O} 
converges uniformly, as t goes to infinity, to (u*, v*). 
Remarks. (i) The same result holds if aii E Lm(L!)‘, a, depends 
explicitly on x “in an Lm way,” and dd, A are replaced by (possibly 
different) uniformly elliptic, symmetric operators of the second order. 
(ii) A parallel result holds if the coefficients depend on the time t in a 
periodic way (with the same period), the role of stationary solutions now 
being played by periodic solutions associated with (l.l), having the same 
period. Such a result was stated in [4], as an illustration of a general 
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approach to periodic evolution equations in a cone, based, in part, upon 
Krasnosel’skii’s theory of positive operators [2]. Thus the main point in 
proving Theorem 1 consists in showing that the general hypotheses of [4] are 
fulfilled. 
(iii) The system (1.1) was considered in [ 1 ] (where a motivation in 
terms of epidemiological modelling can be found). In that paper, one 
necessary and one sufficient condition were provided for the onset of a non- 
negative, non-trivial stationary (or time-periodic) solution. A way of inter- 
preting the present result is to say that two conditions in [ 1 ] are improved, 
as to coalesce in a single one. 
The explicit evaluation of A,,, which, because of the above theorem, is the 
basic quantity if one wants to predict the qualitative behavior of (l.l), is, in 
general, a hard question. However, at least in the one-dimensional case (0 = 
(0, K)), an approximated value of 1, can be explicitly given for small CZ,~‘s: in 
fact, we shall prove: 
THEOREM 3. If f2 = (0, K), an approximated value for A, is, for small 
A,, = max(l,d - a,, , -azz} - cp(O) al2 
a22 - aI I 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 Theorems 
1 and 2 will be proved, while Section 3 is devoted to establishing Theorem 3. 
2. EXISTENCE AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS OF (1.1) 
Problem (1.1) can be formulated in the abstract form 
i=AZ+F(Z)Z z = (24, v)T 
Z(O) = (u, 3 vO)T 
(2.1) 
where A = AotO, is as in Section 1, and F(Z) = ( o~U~~rp~,,~ i). Defining 
9(--u) = o(u) for u > 0, and recalling our hypotheses, we see that 
o(s), @(4(s)) are both bounded on R, (2.2) 
so that the map Z + F(Z) Z is Frechet differentiable on X. In particular, ,the 
existence of solutions to (2.1) will immediately follow from Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The analyticity and compactness of the semigroup 
generated by A$ could be easily proved observing that 
A,= aI2 
--a,, 
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as the sum of a generator of analytic compact semigroup and of a bounded 
operator generates an analytic compact operator too. We provide, however, a 
direct proof, which will turn out to be useful for proving the asserted 
positivity of the resolvent. Of course, AL is densely defined. To study its 
resolvent, consider the equations 
r 
dL,u - Ql,U -p + al*v = ly 
wu+L,v-a,,v-pv=z 
(2.3) 
where L, is defined by D(L,) = W2Vp(J2) n WiVp(Sa); L, 4’ = Ay and L, is 
defined by D(L,) = { y E W2Vp(.Q), 8y/8vlan = O}; L, y = Ay. Since L, 
generates an analytic semigroup on L’(0), we have that (LN - a22 - ,u)-’ is 
a well-defined, compact operator, whenever ,u E Z&, where Zz, denotes the 
sector (z E @; larg(z - zJ < S}, and ll(LN - a22 -p)ll-’ Q C$~,U + a,,1 
whenever p E Z!a22, 6 < rr, C@, z0 being suitable positive numbers. 
Fix now 6, < II and let C, = C,,. For ,U E .Z?=,,, the first equation in (2.3) 
can be written as 
WD - aI 1 -4 - a12L - a22 -p)-‘w]u=~-aa,,(L,-a,,-p)-‘r. 
(2.4) 
Since L, generates as well an analytic semigroup on LP(R), 
(db - aI1 -cl)-’ 
Il(% - aI 1 
is a compact operator whenever p E Zl, ,,-dAO and 
-cl)-‘11 < C&/lcl + aI, + I,,dl whenever ,U E C’!,,,-dAO, 6 < n, 
C; being a positive constant. In the following, we shall define C; = C;, (6, 
being fixed as above) and z1 = min{a,, +&d, a22} > 0, For ,U E Z:, (2.4) 
can be written as 
W, - alI -p)[ 1 - (dL, - a,, -PI-’ a,,(& - a22 -PI-’ ~1 u 
=W-aol,,(L,-a,,-p)-‘t. (2.4’) 
Let 
@= ~E~~~,Id~,+a,,+~llaa,,+~l>2 
I 
aI2 II wll, cc, . 
We can easily determine z2 E R, 6, E (0, rr) such that Z? c 0. It is then 
clear that whenever ,u E Zz we have 
u=[l-(dL,-a,,-p)-‘a12(L,-a22-p)-1 WI-’ 
* (%-a,, -iu)-’ - (v--a,2(LN--22-PCr)-‘r) (2.5) 
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where the operator in square brackets has norm not exceeding 2. Since v is 
in turn determined by 
v=(L,-aa,,-p)-’ . (r---u) (2.6) 
we can conclude that (A, - p)-’ is well defined as a bounded (in fact, 
compact) operator on X, whenever p E t;,*, ‘2 and it is an easy matter to check 
that 
II[AO,,-p]-‘II < c” IP + z*l 
whenever ,D E Z-2, 
This ensures that AL generates an analytic semigroup. The compactness of 
(A~-~)-’ is transparent (e.g., writing down its matrix representation), and 
the fact that its range consists of continuous functions is a direct conse- 
quence of Sobolev’s embedding theorem (namely, WzVP(Q) c Co@, being 
n < p). Concerning the positivity of the resolvent of AZ, observe that, for 
,U E e, ~1 real, the operators (-dL, + a,, +p)-‘, (-L, t az2 +p)-’ are 
positive (i.e., they map Lp(R) + into itself). On the other hand, referring to 
(2.4’) we see that, in 0, the operator 
11 - Vb --a,, -p)-’ a,,(L, - a,, -p)-’ w]-’ 
can be written as a Neumann series, whose terms are powers of the positive 
operator (&.,-a,, -p)-’ a&,--a,, -,u)-’ w. Thus, the sum is a 
positive operator (in L’(Q)) too, so that -(AZ -,u-’ is a positive operator, 
as can be seen from its matrix representation. This proves (1.5) in case of 
homogeneous boundary values. 
To complete the proof of (1.5), recall that (-d t azz + p)y > 0, 
+$3v(,, 2 0 implies y 2 0 and, if either (-d t az2) y f 0 or ay/& laR f 0, 
thenyaa (a>O)while (-~I+a,,t,~)y>O,yl,,~Oimpliesy>,Oandif 
either (-d + a,, tp)y& 0 or y(,, f 0, then y > avo(a > 0). The claim then 
follows since (&I - a,, -p)u=ty-a,,v; (d-a22-,u)v=~-wv, and u, 
(u, v) can be split into (6, 6) t (1s, r7) where (6, fi) E Do, and (zi, 0) account 
for the boundary values. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
As already observed, it follows that (2.1) has a unique (mild) solution, 
which for f > 0 is classical and consists of continuous functions. In 
particular, if u is the first component of a solution of (2.1), the quantities 
o(u) and p’(u) u t P(U) are well defined as functions of L”O(O)+, and we 
can write 
A + J’(Z) = Am (Z = 04 v)‘) (2.7) 
409/103/l-5 
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and 
(2.8) 
Proof of Theorem 2. It is based on an application of Theorem 3.4 of [4], 
by which the wanted necessary and sufficient condition is expressed in terms 
of the spectral radius of e”. Thus our main concern here will be to check the 
validity, in the present context, of the hypotheses (F - 1)-F - 4) of 
[4, Sect. 3a]. For the reader’s convenience we briefly sketch the definition of 
the class B for time-independent operators. 
If X is a real Banach space with Xt c X a reproducing minihedral cone, 
consider the following entities: 
(i) a Banach space D, compactly embedded in X; 
(ii) a D-closed subspace D, of D, dense in X. We write 
Do+ :=D,nX+, D+ :=DnX+; 
(iii) an order-unit d, E D, ; 
(iv) a Banach space W with a cone W+ c W together with a linear 
bounded operator B such that B: D + W (onto) and Ker B = D, ; 
(v) an order-unit Z, E W +. We say that the operator A belongs to 
the class B = 8(X, X ‘, D, D,, d,, W, Wt, B) if 
(I) A: D +X is continuous, A: D c X * X is closed; 
(II) A,, = A ID, generates an analytic semigroup in X; 
(III) there is an w,, E R such that (o -A) u E X ‘, Bu E Wt implies 
uEX+; if, moreover, either (o -A) u E X\{O} or Bu E W ‘\{O}, then 
u > ad, for some a > 0. 
Thus, operators of the class ~5 enjoy a “maximum principle-like property.” 
In the following, the class ~5 will be defined in terms of the quantities X, X+, 
D, D,, d, already introduced (see in particular (1.3), (1.4)), and of B = 
(i 8;” IIan ; W = B(D). 
Of course, the definition of D, given in (1.4) is consistent with the fact 
that Ker (B) = D,. The ordering in W is defined in an obvious way. 
From (2.7), (2.8) and Theorem 1, we see that both A + F(Z) and 
A + (F(Z) Z), belong to 8, thus ensuring the validity of (F - l), (F - 2) of 
PI- 
As to (F - 3), it results from the fact that Fz(Z) z(Z = (u, u)~, 
,??= (u’, 6,)‘) is the matrix ( 
ZEX+. 
m,& e z ), whose entries are non-positive for Z, 
The last part of (F - 3) results in turn from the fact that p’ is bounded 
away from zero, so that 
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(for some suitable functions q = q(x), 6 = 6(x) having range in (0, 1)) and 
for u < 6~~ we obtain 
do) - v(u) G &P(O) - cp’(wo)) . 
rp’(6u) 
p,(vv 
0 
) 
whence the desired estimate 
(P(U) - c9) u > -C~“(yl(O> - v’(wo)) 
immediately follows. 
Finally, (F-4) is an obvious consequence of assumption (q-iii). 
Since, in the present case, spr(eA) = eA 0, the proof of Theorem 1 follows at 
once from Theorem 3.4 of [4]. 
3. THE APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF ho 
Since the operator A z(O) = A zCo, (a ,2), thought of as a function of 
“,2E f?+, can be viewed as a regular perturbation of Aio,(0) for small a,,‘~, 
the principal eigenvalue IO = A,(a,,) can be expanded into a power series of 
a,2 (for a,2 near zero). 
On the other hand, it is easily seen that n,(O) is precisely max(L,d -a, ], 
--az2}. To have an insight into the behavior of io(a,,), we shall compute the 
coefficient of the first-order term, in the simple case of a one-dimensional 
space domain 0 = (0, zt). 
Therefore, our problem is now to calculate the principal eigenvalue 
A0 = A,(a,,) of: 
(3.1) 
Of course, A,(a,,) = Xo(aIz) + aI,, where 1, is the principal eigenvalue of 
4,0, ( ; ) = ($$& a12v ) ~“-(a~~-a,,)v ’ 
After a straightforward (but a little cumbersome) calculation, it turns out 
that x0 = &,(a,,) has to solve the following equation: 
&to) = (1 - exp 2y,z)(l - exp 27,X)( y:k2h2 + 3 Y:) 
24, 
+ dyly2 kh{(exp y27z- exp yInI + (1 - exp(y, + Y2) n>‘l 
=o (3.3) 
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Y2 =r, = &I)- J do) aI2 ~*(&) + d 
o(n,) = &C,(d + 1)+ (az2 - a,,) 
2d 2 
5 K=7- y;, h = (& + a2* - a,, - y:) LYk 
VP) 
and where y&) E C (i = l,..., 4) are the eigenvalues of the first-order system 
associated with (3.2). So, putting &(a12) = &(O) + &al*, the coeffkient of 
the first-order term that satisfies (3.3) is 
1, =- @)a,* . 
a2* - alI 
Thus we have the approximated value for A, 
&=max{r20d-a,,,-a22}- ~(0) aI2 
a22 - a1 1 
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